
Title Description Segment Price Device

115-in-1 Math Solver: Algebra, Geometry, 
Statistics, & Trig Calculator

Solve your maths problems!
115 solvers which calculate solutions to math problems in algebra, 
analytic geometry, arithmetic, geometry, matrices, statistics, and 
trigonometry. Solvers range from complex numbers, linear and 
quadratic equations, through arithmetic; geometric surfaces, volumes 
and perimeters; geometric series; statistical densities and distributions. 
Tag favorite solvers for frequent use!

Secondary Paid iPhone

A Montessori Approach to Math - Hundred Board Primary Paid iPad
Algebra Pro - Complete Workbook with ShowMe 
Lessons Secondary Paid iPad

Algebra Touch Secondary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

AlgebraPrep: Equations, Inequalities and 
Problem Solving Secondary Paid iPhone

AlgebraPrep: Factoring Secondary Paid iPhone

AlgebraPrep: Graphing

Succeed in algebra: anytime, anywhere. 
Gain confidence in graphing, and achieve your math goals.
A combination of practice tests, answer feedback and instructional 
videos provide an integrated approach to practicing and improving in 
algebra. The resources you need to practice, within a motivational 
structure, plus effective feedback and instruction. 

secondary Paid iPhone

AlgebraPrep: Systems Secondary Paid iPhone
Alien Equation Secondary Paid iPhone

Area Calculator Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

BabyCounting Primary Paid iPhone



Basic Math

Build up your foundation skills in maths! 
Working with a drill-and-practice methodology, the app covering basic 
mathematical skills like addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
for children to practice repetitively and gain confidence. Varying 
degrees of difficulty, useful for adults also, to consolidate basic skills 
before moving on.

Primary Free iPhone

Basic Math Deluxe

Build up your foundation skills in maths! 
Working with a drill-and-practice methodology, the app covering basic 
mathematical skills like addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
for children to practice repetitively and gain confidence. Deluxe version 
has keypad entry, timer and sound effects, visual feedback, progress 
report cards. Varying degrees of difficulty.

Primary Paid iPhone

Bert's Bag Primary Paid iPhone

Bloomberg Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

Bubbling Math Primary Paid iPad

Calculator HD: Statistics Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Collins Revision Algebra Secondary Paid iPhone

Collins Revision Geometry

Wide-ranging revision resource for GCSE maths. 
Contains 100 revision guide chapters, 400 practice questions, and over 
40 video tutorials on perimeter, area, volume, shape, angles, 
Pythagoras, trigonometry, scales, measure, transformational geometry, 
vectors, constructions, loci, theorems and proof. 
Interactive animations, exciting video clips of students teaching a 
problem. Interactive assessment questions guide revision.

Secondary Paid iPhone



Collins Revision Number

Wide-ranging revision resource for GCSE maths. 
Contains 80 revision guide chapters, over 250 practice questions, and 
over 30 video tutorials on number skills, fractions, decimals, 
percentages, powers, roots, reciprocals, surds, primes, LCM and HCF, 
ratio, speed, proportion and variation. 
Interactive animations, exciting video clips of students teaching a 
problem. Interactive assessment questions suggest trouble areas and 
guide revision.

Secondary Paid iPhone

Collins Revision Statistics

Wide-ranging revision resource for GCSE maths. 
Contains 40 revision guide chapters, 120 practice questions, and 24 
video tutorials on statistics and statistical questions, data handling, 
averages, and probability. Interactive animations, exciting video clips of 
students teaching a problem, real-life examples of maths at work, 
worked exam questions. Interactive assessment questions suggest 
trouble areas and guide revision. 

Secondary Paid iPhone

Convert ~ the unit calculator

A satisfying unit converter. 
Combines wide range of unit conversions with interface which 
selectively displays only relevant info, reducing clutter. Built-in 
calculator, a simple way to set your favorite units, currency conversion 
values updated live, and the “Disclosure Picker” for revealing unit 
names makes selection easier!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Dreisatz-iP

Your reliable companion for dealing with the Rule of 3. 
You are in the market, and know the price for 2 apples, but you want to 
buy 9. 
Instead of puzzling away... click on the app! Intuitively easy to use, saves 
you time in practical situations. 

Secondary Paid iPhone



Einmaleins

Makes multiplying child’s play!
An interactive multiplication table app. Arithmetic flashcards from 0x0 
to 12x12, the multiplication tables from 0x0 to 12x12, tests of the tables, 
and timed tests, with speeds from easy to computing whizz-kid! 
Different ways of interacting with the tables enable the child to gain in 
confidence and fluency.

Primary Paid iPhone

Estudia las tablas

Makes multiplying child’s play!
An interactive multiplication table app. Arithmetic flashcards from 0x0 
to 12x12, the multiplication tables from 0x0 to 12x12, tests of the tables, 
and timed tests, with speeds from easy to computing whizz-kid! 
Different ways of interacting with the tables enable the child to gain in 
confidence and fluency.

Primary Paid iPhone

Formulus Free - Formulas for Calculus

Handy for high school and college students taking Calculus and 
Differential Equations. 
Easy-to-navigate collection of key formulas and topics. Calculus section 
includes algebra and geometry, derivatives, graphing, hyperbolics, 
integrals, limits and continuity, matrices, series and sequences, 
trigonometry and vectors. Differential Equations section includes 1st 
and 2nd order linear equations and Laplace transformations. 

Secondary Free iPhone

FracSolve Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPhone/ 

iPad
Free Graphing Symbolic Calculator - PocketCAS 
lite

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone/ 

iPad

GeoBoard Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPad

GeoSketch

Draw beautiful geometric shapes in real time. 
Just pick 3 numbers, and watch the app draw a spectacular image. 
Change numbers to see how shapes are modified - change colors and 
line thickness, save your image, and pause it in mid-creation. A 
tantalizing glimpse into the relation of numbers and space. 

Primary Paid iPhone



Graphing Calculator

A high-resolution function plotter and scientific calculator. 
Quickly plot and trace multiple equations on the same graph. 
Customize keyboard to speed up entering equations. Find the exact 
(x,y) coordinates for roots, intersections, minimums and maximums 
using the trace mode. Supports graphing polar and parametric 
equations. Includes a powerful, easy-to-use scientific calculator. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Graphing Calculator HD Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Graphing Calculator+

Several calculators in one!
A calculator replacement designed to be simple, usable and beautiful. 
App gives access to a graphic calculator, handwriting calculator, 
scientific calculator, quadratic and cubic equation solver, and system of 
linear equations solver. Elegant and intuitive interface. Graph up to 6 
equations at a time and find their local minimum, local maximum & 
intersection points.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

iLiveMath Speed Secondary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

iMathematics! 9 in 1 Secondary Free iPhone/ 
iPad

InQuizitor GCSE Maths Secondary Paid iPhone
InQuizitor Standard Grade Maths Secondary Paid iPhone

Intro to Math, by Montessorium

Montessori techniques for learning and enjoying math. 
Includes Montessori classics like sandpaper sounds for learning to write 
number symbols, with stunning visual demonstrations to guide your 
child. Elegant red rods of different lengths, with pleasing sounds, for the 
child to arrange. From basic number recognition to sequences, order, 
spatial relationships, odds and evens, problem solving. 

Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

IQ Gym - for iPad Primary Paid iPad

iSetSquare™ - Geometry Drawing Triangle Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone



iTooch Maths CM2

Fun math course covering French CM2 school program.
Extensive and wide-ranging math app, with 60 chapters covering the 
curriculum divided into numbers, calculation, measures and size, 
geometry and data. Over 4 500 activities, accompanied by an amusing 
cartoon character. Children can follow a preset lesson pattern, or choose 
subjects which interest them. 

Primary Paid iPad

iTooch Maths CM2 Lite

Fun math course covering French CM2 school program.
Extensive and wide-ranging math app, with 60 chapters covering the 
curriculum divided into numbers, calculation, measures and size, 
geometry and data. Over 4 500 activities, accompanied by an amusing 
cartoon character. Children can follow a preset lesson pattern, or choose 
subjects which interest them. 

Primary Free iPad

Jungle Fractions (for iPad) Primary Paid iPad
Kerboodle Revise Maths full Secondary Paid iPhone
Kerboodle Revise Maths lite Secondary Free iPhone

KidCalc 7-in-1 Math Fun (Including New 
Valentines Day and Birthday Themes)

Number recognition - with fun themed games!
Teaches number recognition to children using flash cards, puzzle games, 
engaging images, animations and voice-overs. Lessons in addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division, as well as learning numbers. 
Amusing themes, e.g. Birthday featuring presents, birthday cakes, 
cupcakes, candles and party hat icons, help hold attention.

Primary Paid iPhone

Kids Math Pad: Grade 1 Primary Paid iPad

Kopfnuss

Train your brain through fun math games!
Practice basic arithmetic, the rule of three, percentage calculation, 
Roman and square numbers and calculating basic sums of money.
Each exercise contains ten problems, and the level of difficulty can be 
modified. Play against time, alone, or with family and friends!

Primary Paid iPhone

Learning tables is fun HD Primary Free iPad



Lernsnacks

Bite-sized chunks of math revision.
Improve and reinforce math skills with these short revision aids in 
German. Mathematical themes like percentages, interest calculations, 
binomials and quadratic equations are covered comprehensively. 
Numerous exercises for each theme, with step-by-step answers. New 
themes posted monthly. Ideal for revitalizing knowledge, preparing for 
classes or exams.

Secondary Free iPhone/ 
iPad

Long Division Mathematics

An app that aims to make long division simple. 
Allows users to solve a long division problem step by step, and 
animates all the steps. Selecting a correct move causes the figure to fly 
into place - a wrong answer will appear but not move. Students can 
reinforce computational strategies learned in class, with differing levels 
of support. 

Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPhone

Mad Math 2 Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Math Bingo Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Math Cards

Quick quizzes in basic math. 
Great for reinforcing knowledge, and improving math skill, with built-in 
lessons on arithmetic and percentages, and letter grades awarded for 
results. Add, subtract, multiply and divide cards, with 25 problems per 
card. Quick-touch response, or touch-and-hold for additional feedback. 

Secondary Paid iPhone

Math Drills Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Math Match

Math practice, with amusing rewards!
Addition, subtraction, subtraction without negative numbers, 
multiplication and division. 3 levels of difficulty, with Advanced 
challenging even for adults! The reward for a successful answer? An 
animal picture appears, with a fortune slogan! Fun game layout, 
involving matching problem and correct answer among numerous tiles. 

Primary Paid iPhone



Math Ref

All the formulas you need!
A math reference app that includes over 1 400 useful formulas, figures, 
tips, and examples of the equations and concepts. Search and 
bookmark your favorite equations, ranging from algebra and 
trigonometry, to derivatives and integration, through differentials, 
probability and statistics, to physics, chemistry, and financial algorithms.

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Math Sheet Calculator

The calculator you’ve been waiting for!
Designed to be simple and user-friendly, the app moves away from 
mimicking electronic calculators and instead draws on the capacities of 
the iPad to present a sheet of paper on which you write your calculation. 
The result appears, accompanied by the history and results of previous 
calculations, so you can refer to your intermediate steps. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPad

MathBoard

A math learning tool ranging from addition and subtraction through 
division, squares, cubes and square roots.
Fun learning quizzes with a visually attractive traditional chalkboard. 

Mathboard offers extensive control of problem parameters, including 
the range of numbers to work with, the amount of questions to answer, 
and time limits per quiz.
Quizzes can even be generated from just the wrong answers, giving 
focused learning directions.

Features include:
Random problem generation of up to 250 questions for each quiz.
Intelligent “wrong” answer generation makes guessing more difficult.
Problem Solver for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
problems.

Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPad



MatheFormeln

Quick and easy reference tool for mathematical formulas. 
Well-structured, to make finding the formula you need rapid, with clear 
menus and navigation. Over 120 pages with not just the formulas, but 
explanations, definitions and examples, presented in an attractive and 
clear layout. Designed to be simple and effective.

Secondary Paid iPad

Mathemagics - Mental Math Tricks

Challenge your brain, and have fun at the same time!
Learn to pull math answers “out of thin air”, at lightning fast speed. Only 
the basic math skills of addition, subtraction, simple multiplication and 
division are needed to train in math tricks that will astonish your 
teachers - or your students! - and delight your friends. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Mathematical Formulas

Straightforward, useful, mathematic formulas app.
Simple, basic app which groups together the basic formulas in the areas 
of algebra, arithmetic, complex numbers, differentiation, geometry, 
integration, trigonometry, and matrices. 

Secondary Paid iPhone

MathGirl Addition House Primary Paid iPhone
Mathination - Equation Solver Secondary Paid iPad
Maths GCSE Examstutor Secondary Paid iPhone
Maths GCSE Revision Secondary Paid iPhone

MathSpin3

Spin dials to find a math problem!
Six apps in one, presented in an engaging way. Spin to pull up timed 
problems in the areas of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 
addition-with-multiplication and subtraction-with-division. Feedback 
sounds, variable timer, and you can also selectively spin to play at your 
own pace. 

Primary Paid iPhone

Mental Maths

Improve your mental calculation skills!
From elementary school level to challenges even for experienced 
calculators. Exercises cover basic arithmetic, division with remainder, 
percentage calculation, reading and writing Roman numerals, and 
common multiples and divisors. 4 difficulty levels, adjustable time limit, 
and image puzzles motivate you to keep practicing!

Universal Paid iPhone



meStudying: Algebra I

Focus on the algebra study area you need. 
App offers over 300 algebra questions, covering the entire scope of 
high school Algebra I. Detailed explanations for every question. Choose 
to review all answers, or only those you answered incorrectly. Sort by 
algebra topic or course module. Immediate feedback and score 
tracking. 

Secondary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

mobiBac Maths TES

Prepare for the maths test of the ES (Economic and Social) 
baccalaureate. 
Contains the official course, accompanied by key concepts and essential 
definitions, interactive tests, audio discussion of the basics, questions 
from the previous year with answers, standard questions with answers, 
and a general methodological approach to the written tests.

Secondary Free iPhone

Motion Math Secondary Paid iPhone

Motion Math HD Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPad

Multi-Tables HD Primary Paid iPad
Multiplication & Division Flash Action Primary Paid iPad
My first weighing exercises HD Primary Paid iPad

MyCalculator Pro - Plot graphs with a single 
touch!

Innovative 2D and 3D one-touch graphing calculator.
Move, rotate, and pinch 2D and 3D graphs in real-time! Create 
animated plots by plotting functions in time. With a single touch find the 
maxima, minima, and zero points on a 2D function graph. And store and 
recall answers for later use.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

NextCalc - Calculator for iPad

Elegant powerful calculator.
Gorgeous interface and extensive calculating options.Useful notes can 
be added, which include calculations and can be highlighted, and 
shared along with calculations. Store results in separate memories. Unit 
conversion, advanced calculation functions, customizable look and 
notations. Functions can be combined, giving a versatile tool for 
everyday or scientific calculations. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

NineGaps Primary Paid iPhone



Number Line

A visually imaginative approach to learning fractions, decimals, and 
percents. 
The player orders equivalent fractions, decimals and percents on a 
number line, dragging circles with either a percent, decimal or fraction 
onto a number line in the correct sequence! Scores based on speed, 
plus points for correct placement, minus scores for error! Forces you to 
think fast!

Secondary Free iPhone

Park Math - by Duck Duck Moose Primary Paid iPhone
Park Math HD - by Duck Duck Moose Primary Paid iPad
Physics 101 Calculator Secondary Paid iPhone

PocketCAS pro for iPad

A computer algebra system - in your pocket.
Solve complicated mathematical problems quickly. Swift and easy 
inputting of formulas, and contextual help covering more than 500 
functions. Calculate symbolic derivatives and taylor series expansions, 
compute symbolic integrals, simplify expressions, and use the 
integrated function plotter to visualize formulas. Easy graphing of 
cartesian and polar functions.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

PocketCAS pro for iPhone

A computer algebra system - in your pocket.
Solve complicated mathematical problems quickly. Swift and easy 
inputting of formulas, and contextual help covering more than 500 
functions. Calculate symbolic derivatives and taylor series expansions, 
compute symbolic integrals, simplify expressions, and use the 
integrated function plotter to visualize formulas. Easy graphing of 
cartesian and polar functions.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

PopMath Basic Math

Pop the bubbles - learn to add!
Bubbles appear floating on the screen and your goal is to pop each pair. 
For example, one bubble says "7" and another says "3+4". Simply touch 
one bubble and then the other to pop them both! Choose between 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. New levels increase 
numbers!

Primary Paid iPhone



Quick Graph

A powerful, high quality, graphic calculator. 
A simple, yet intuitive interface that makes it easy to enter and/or edit 
equations and visualize them in mathematical notation. Capable of 
displaying explicit and implicit (opt) equations as well as inequalities 
(opt) in both 2D and 3D, in all standard coordinate systems: cartesian, 
polar, spherical and cylindrical.

Secondary Free iPhone/ 
iPad

Regression Calculator Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Rocket Math Primary Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Roman Numerals

Convert Roman to Arabic numerals, and vice-versa!
Useful for building dates, gravestones, and historical reading. Just type 
in the number and press convert. Easy to use Roman keyboard, and 
preferences for display of Roman numerals, in numerical or alphabetical 
order. Copy and paste numbers in from articles and documents. 

Secondary Free iPhone

Sans Livre Secondary Free iPad
Silly Numbers Primary Paid iPad

Simple-Math Pro

Nicely designed app, encouraging training your mind to do math. 
Additional, subtraction, multiplication and division, in three difficulty 
levels. Just pick a character, topic, and level to start playing. Play with 
and without time limit, with detailed statistics and lists of all your 
answers. Child-oriented design, attractive and game-like. 

Primary Paid iPhone



Soulver

Far more elegant than a traditional calculator.
Soulver presents the entire problem, and the answer. Students have the 
facility and accuracy of a simulated physical calculator, with the 
potential for interaction and editing of multiple lines. 
Lines can be labelled, enabling comparison of different scenarios.
And problems can be saved, 
Simple and intuitive: the flexibility of a spreadsheet, with the rapidity of 
a calculator.

Features include:
- Currencies, stocks, indices...
- All the standard conversions built in for distance, time, weight...
- All the standard mathematical functions built in...
- Calculation in hex and binary...
and many more...

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Soulver for iPad

Far more elegant than a traditional calculator.
Soulver presents the entire problem, and the answer. Students have the 
facility and accuracy of a simulated physical calculator, with the 
potential for interaction and editing of multiple lines. 
Lines can be labelled, enabling comparison of different scenarios.
And problems can be saved, 
Simple and intuitive: the flexibility of a spreadsheet, with the rapidity of 
a calculator.

Features include:
- Currencies, stocks, indices...
- All the standard conversions built in for distance, time, weight...
- All the standard mathematical functions built in...
- Calculation in hex and binary...
and many more...

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad



SpaceTime - Scientific computing in the palm of 
your hand

A powerful mathematics program and graphing calculator.
Solve limits, derivatives and integrals. Graph 2D function, parametric, 
polar, vector field, implicit and contour plots. Graph 3D function, 
parametric, spherical, and cylindrical plots. Move, pinch, and trace or 
rotate graphs in real-time! Create animated graphs, and even program 
your own scripts!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

SpaceTime for iPad Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Statistics 1 Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Statistics 1 for iPad Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

StatsMate Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

StatsMate HD Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Successfully Learning Primary Free iPad
Successfully Learning Mathematics - Grade 1 Primary Paid iPhone
Successfully Learning Mathematics - Grade 2 Primary Paid iPhone
Successfully Learning Mathematics - Grade 3 Primary Paid iPhone
Successfully Learning Mathematics - Grade 4 Primary Paid iPhone
Sum of the Exterior Angles of Polygons Secondary Free iPad
Sums Stacker Primary Paid iPhone
Symbolic Calculator Secondary Paid iPhone
Symmetry Shuffle Primary Paid iPad



Tam & Tao in Numberland HD - Learn numbers 
with Montessori

Twins Tam and Tao take your child to Numberland - 10 beautifully 
animated worlds.
The child travels through a jungle, a city, the ocean -each with a 
captivating soundtrack.
In each scene the child can:

See how to write a number, hear its name, and count objects 
Practice writing numbers on a digital notebook using color pencils
Learn to count using Montessori material such as number rods and 
spindles

Children can explore the adventures for themselves, respecting the 
Montessori principles of autonomy and self-confidence to build a firm 
foundation in number and counting.

A serious yet fun application.
Available in English, French and Spanish. 

Primary Paid iPad

Time, Money & Fractions On-Track

A child-friendly approach to basic calculation and number areas.
A focus on interaction - in the time section, children manipulate the 
hands of a clock. In money, they maneuver coins into a bank, identifying 
the values and how to count them. And for fractions, they divide the pie! 
Audio guidance, and fun game sections. 

Primary Paid iPad

Times Tables

Learning times tables can be fun!
Compete with friends and family, or play multi-player games! Various 
levels of difficulty, progress tracking, highest scores, and the program 
tracks all your child’s answers, so you can see how well she or he is 
doing, and which tables they find more difficult. 

Primary Paid iPhone



TouchPlot

A powerful, many-featured grapher. 
User-defined, easy-to-manage libraries of functions. Representative 
curves of functions with a focus on accuracy and speed, with several 
modes for inspection (zeros, extrema, intersection and values, definite 
integration). User-defined constants with sliders to observe how a curve 
is changed by a parameter, and wide-ranging coverage of function 
categories.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Triangle Solver Secondary Free iPhone

Ultimate Times Tables

Good for elementary school students who have just started with math. 
Colorful interface and different options make it a fun and interactive way 
for children to learn - you can set to regular test, multiple choice, factor 
test, or beat-the-clock! “Where should I improve?” suggestions button 
focuses learning for best results!

Primary Paid iPhone

Unit Conversion - Converter and Calculator

A fast-working app for swift conversions. 
16 different unit categories supported. Units are sorted by frequency of 
usage, the units most often used show up at the top of the list, in the 
attractive and functional layout. Programmable buttons make it possible 
to access your favorite units even faster. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Video Calculus Secondary Free iPad

Wolfram Algebra Course Assistant Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Wolfram Calculus Course Assistant Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Mathster Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPhone


